Looking for information about social problems? Need to research current developments in urban societies? These and many other questions can be answered with the aid of the resources listed below. If you have additional questions, ask the librarians. They are ready to assist you in finding the information you need.

Reference Books

- American Immigrant Cultures
  R 301.451 Am344
- American Masculinities: A Historical Encyclopedia
  R 305.3103 Am3562
- American Peace Movement in the 20th Century
  R 327.172 L971a
- Blackwell Dictionary of 20th Century Social Thought
  R 300.3 B568
- Concise Encyclopedia of Sociolinguistics
  R 306.4403 C7487
- Conservation and Environmentalism: An Encyclopedia
  R 363.7003 C765
- Dictionary of Counseling
  R 361.323 B484d
- Dictionary of Marxist Thought
  R 335.43 D561
- Drug Abuse Handbook
  R 616.86 D842
- Education and Sociology: An Encyclopedia
  R 306.43 Ed832 2002
- Encyclopedia of Adolescence
  R 301.4315 En195
- Encyclopedia of Aging
  R 301.435 En195 2001
- Encyclopedia of AIDS
  R 362.1969792 En195
- Encyclopedia of American Activism: 1960 to Present
  R 323.04 D547e 1998
- Encyclopedia of American Social History
  R 301.0973 En195
- Encyclopedia of Careers
  R 331.702 En195 2003
- Encyclopedia of Child Abuse
  R 362.76 C549e
- Encyclopedia of Death
  R 301.4286 En195
- Encyclopedia of Drugs, Alcohol, and Addictive Behavior
  R 362.2903 En195 2001
- Encyclopedia of European Social History
  R 301.209403 En195
- Encyclopedia of Family Life
  R 301.4203 En194 1999
- Encyclopedia of Religion and Society
  R 301.5803 En192
- Encyclopedia of Social History
  R 301.209 En19
- Encyclopedia of Social Work
  R 361.003 En197
- Encyclopedia of Sociology
  R 301.03 En197 2000
- Encyclopedia of the American Left
  R 335.00973 En195 1998
- Encyclopedia of Understanding Alcohol and Other Drugs
  R 362.29 Ob655e
- Encyclopedia of Urban America, the Cities & Suburbs
  R 301.36 En195 1998
- Encyclopedia of Urban Cultures
  R 301.3603 En195 2002
- Encyclopedia of Women Social Reformers
  R 301.24203 R182e
- Family in America: An Encyclopedia
  R 301.4203 H312f 2001
- Free Expression and Censorship in America
  R 363.31 F685f
- Gale Encyclopedia of Childhood and Adolescence
  R 301.4314 G131
- Gale Encyclopedia of Multicultural America
  R 301.451 G131
- Gallup Poll
  R 301.154 G13g
- Growing Up in America: An Atlas of Youth in the USA
  R 301.431 Sa 565g
- Health Care Policy and Politics A to Z
  R 362.1042 R769h2
- Human Sexuality: An Encyclopedia
  R 301.41 H879
For a complete list of periodicals owned by the library, look at the Periodical List (http://www.swosu.edu/library/)

### Internet Resources

- **AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION**  
  [http://www.asanet.org/index.ww](http://www.asanet.org/index.ww)
- **CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF SOCIAL POLICY**  
  [http://www.cssp.org](http://www.cssp.org)
- **CENTER FOR WORLD INDIGENOUS STUDIES**  
  [http://www.cwis.org](http://www.cwis.org)
- **CRIMETHEORY.COM-EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE FOR THE LEARNING, RESEARCHING, & TEACHING OF THEORETICAL CRIMINOLOGY**  
  [http://www.crimetheory.com](http://www.crimetheory.com)
- **DEMOGRAPHY AND POPULATION STUDIES**  
- **EUTHANASIA WORLD DIRECTORY**  
  [http://www.finalexit.org](http://www.finalexit.org)
- **INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES**  
- **LANIC, LATIN AMERICAN NETWORK INFORMATION CENTER**  
  [http://lanic.utexas.edu](http://lanic.utexas.edu)
- **NATIONAL COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS**  
  [http://www.nationalhomeless.org](http://www.nationalhomeless.org)
- **PEW RESEARCH CENTER**  
  [http://pewresearch.org](http://pewresearch.org)
- **PROJECT CENSORED**  
  [http://www.projectcensored.org](http://www.projectcensored.org)
- **SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL**  
- **SOCIETY OF DEATH AND DYING**  
  [http://library.duke.edu/specialcollections/bingham/](http://library.duke.edu/specialcollections/bingham/)
- **WORLD POPULATION**  

---

### Books

- **300** Social Sciences
- **310** General Statistics
- **320** Political Science
- **360** Social Services; Associations
- **370** Education
- **390** Customs, Etiquette, Folklore

### GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

- **ED** Education Dept.
- **HE** Health and Human Services Dept.
- **NS** National Science Foundation

---

### Articles

Article databases can be found at  
(http://www.swosu.edu/library/)